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had a touch of the so-called aesthetic
dancing
and are afraid of showing
any deep Hiding for fear of looking
-scornful of
too pretty or gracefulanything that has the earmarks of
aesthetic dancing.
I begin with work," said Miss l)ufour, • which makes them conscious of
all the Dig fundamental muscles of the
o. since all mhvement .must initiate from there, the sent of all feelin.
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move to it
dances and operatic interpretations, in i and then coax them to
of
highlbrow
sort
iu their own way ns they feel it and
other words, the
not as rhey hear it.
dancing, are taboo.
••Sometimes I just give them a story
Problem Is Hard.
the dunce without
Yes. it’s a problem, this attempt to to work out in
music.
For example, the scene of the
bring in connection with art and la ,i“
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the
bier
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up
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grouped
them
in
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know how to tin111*0 is to know how
minin', nftor nil. is but ;i
0 cronto.
It is
nnturnl medium of expression.
n< nnturnl ns speech.”
Elsie
I>uBeen use of its mime.
1out’s school of rhythmic art. it has
been mistaken by cnsunl observers ns
just another center of ‘’interpretative
dancing.
But it is anything but that.
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one is creating her own iiulividu il
rhythm, the whole breathes the esBut as
sence of perfect harmony.
more than a regimental goose step.
lii her small studio Miss Jntfour for Jin* strange cries one lr rd on enteaching, or
nithe:* tering, no. they were not the commay Ik* found
idea
in mands of an aviation
drawing out. this modern
oilleer. They
were cnttsed by Miss Ptifnnr as she
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took the girls, ranging in age from
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i to L’7. thru their cren'lve and!
Tp In
air. stay there!" "Flout
on the air." "Itest on it.” Such are rhyrlimie dance irnces.
may
1 Siit what oti earth was she driving
the* cries of encouragement which
in* heard emanating from the imfour at with this talk of "side centers.”
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studio as one enters.
First thoughts might lend a visitor: it out to me." "shoulder, elbow, wrist
drip off the lingto suspect that a lesson in aviation and fingers." "let it
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Hut the idea is sud- ers. oft' the ankle." and other seemdenly dispelled after a few moments’ ingly strange commands?
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stead of waiting to Ik* inspired by
the duct-like strains on n stringed orchestra. you dance tlrst and it i 4 up
to tlio musicians to follow you.
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the world as ji whole is dnnec
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whatever rhythmic theme happens to
•nymphlike exponent of the art of tcrhe 111 you tones out of its own acpsichore. and to prove that dancing
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she has fostered a new kind of
where
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stead dodgers careen under tin* glare
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Bon Ton Specialty Shop
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Do your own work us in our place
you have the comfort and swiftness
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ENTERPRISE BUiLDiWQ —15th and Champa

No one seems to know or remember just how the upstair’s shop vogue started, but
today it is an established feature of commercial life, and the unusual number of shops
j in Denver where people either climb the stairs or take the elevator proves conclusively
I too that it is a popular feature.
If anyone takes the trouble to investigate ho will be surprised at the variety of articles sold in these upstairs shops. Not only merchandise of all kinds, but an imposing
j number of personal services of different sorts have a home above the street.
Nearly all of the large buildings in downtown Denver and even in territory that
might
be called “farther out” have their quota of establishments that prefer to trans1
satisact a retail business on the second floor. It is self evident that these people do a
s
factory business, as many of them have been in the same “upstairs location tor yeai
—some of them even going so far as to remark that they personally prefer to do bu.-n-' ness where they are than on the street level.
j
One of the unusual features of the upstairs shops situation in Denver is the numbti
bids lor the
lof institutions that cater to women—now and then you will find one that
; trade of the “sterner sex,” but the majority of these shops sell either merchandise or
establishservices that appeal to milady. One will find beauty parlors, hair dressing
ments, others that sell millinery, shoes, suits, dresses, coats, furs and I hotography.
Unquestionably the complexities of modern commercial life has been responsible in a
value ot
way
for the development of the upstair’s idea, jus t as the hugely increased
i
was responsible for the skyscraper—in other words there isn t room enough
1! land in cities
on the street levels for all of the merchants that want to do business m the downj town districts.
The shops that have*decided to present their appeals to Denver people in this collective manner are all of an unusually fine type.
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scmi-elrrle around it.
Girls Feel MMusie.
•Then flu* music liegan Unit

slow
iiinl majestic profession from Cluck,
and eiieli Kiri stood still and felt it.
Then I watched each to see when she
was pulsing it within herself. A few
responded at once. Those who had
had training in the ‘aesthetic' kind <>f
tilings began to tling their arms in
meaningless gestures, and with bodies
stiff. Those who felt tin* most moved
moved the leu st. One was swept forward mor** than the others.
Rev. Robert Abraham-on of Congregation Alnivai Sha'o-.n of I’ortinnd, has
lieen made raid)] emeritus of
that
congregation, after having served *t
for thirt.v-seven years.

We should do good whenever we
can and do kindness at all times, for
at till times we can.—Joubert.

